Across
2. Raise your hand to ask a _____.
7. A small ____ ran up the tree.
11. What a big jaw the ____ has!
12. Please write in the ____ space.
13. I want to fix the ____ I made.
15. I need a ____ of water.
18. A ____ sentence tells the main idea.
19. Is the ____ mixer plugged into the wall?

Down
1. We threw out some old _____.
3. The bat ____ the baseball hard.
4. A thick ____ was on the bed.
5. The handle on this fork looks _____.
6. The ants will ____ our picnic.
7. Fill the ____ and tub with water.
8. To go outside in a storm is a _____.
9. Anyone can use a ____ telephone.
10. My new ____ keeps me warm.
14. The big lunch will fill my _____.
16. I feel a dull ____ in my back.
17. Can a train run without a ____?